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Educational example
Zubarev,N - Aleksandrov,NMoskow, 1915
Almasi,Zoltan (2630) - Zueger,Beat (2470) Horgen-B Horgen (6), 1995
Torre,E - Jakobsen,O Amsterdam, 1973

Methods of Playing against Semi-Hanging Pawns (GM Grigor Grigorov)
Rubinstein,Akiba - Salwe,Georg Lodz mt Lodz, 1908
Gavrikov,Viktor Nikolaevich (2450) - Mochalov,Evgeny V (2420) LTU-ch open Vilnius (10), 15.03.1983
Flohr,Salo - Vidmar,Milan Sr Nottingham Nottingham, 1936
Petrosian,Tigran Vartanovich - Smyslov,Vassily Moscow tt, 1961
Kramnik,Vladimir (2710) - Illescas Cordoba,Miguel (2590) Linares 12th Linares (6), 1994

GM Repertoire against 1.d4 – Part 3 (GM Boris Chatalbashev)
Zhigalko,Sergei (2656) - Petrov,Marijan (2535)
Arkhipov,Sergey (2465) - Kuzmin,Alexey (2465) Moscow1 Moscow, 1989
Nikolov,Momchil (2550) - Chatalbashev,Boris (2555)
Kortschnoj,Viktor (2643) - Chatalbashev,Boris (2518) EU-ch 2nd Ohrid (2), 02.06.2001
Taras,I (2267) - Chatalbashev,B (2591) 19th Albena Open Albena BUL (8.22), 02.07.2011

Sicilian Structures – Part 2. How To Fight For The Weak d5-square
(GM Petar G. Arnaudov)
Smyslov,Vassily - Rudakovsky,Iosif URS-ch14 Moscow, 1945
Fischer,Robert James - Bolbochan,Julio Stockholm Interzonal Stockholm (21), 03.03.1962
Polgar,Judit (2670) - Anand,Viswanathan (2770)
Spasov,Vasil (2551) - Halkias,Stelios (2548) EU-chT (Men) 15th Gothenburg (2.3), 31.07.2005
Korneev,Oleg (2657) - Moiseenko,Alexander (2632) EU-Cup 22nd Fuegen (4.5), 11.10.2006

Endgame Series - Part 7 (GM Davorin Kuljasevic)
Bronstein,David I - Botvinnik,Mikhail
Korneev,Oleg - Videnova,Iva
Square rule 1-5
Triangulation 1-5
Bajarani,U (2500) - Adhiban,Baskaran (2646)
Exercise 1-6

Farewell, Viktor

• West Berlin 1989
• Biel 1990
• Geneva 1991
• Biel 1994
• Switzerland championship 1996
• Göteborg 2001
Since 2004, he retired from serious chess
tournaments and dedicated himself to his
students.

Dear Readers,
We deeply regret to inform you that after being
in a coma for more than a week, our author GM
Viktor Gavrikov passed away on April 27th. This
is a tremendous loss not only for the Modern
Chess community, but also for the entire chess
world. Before publishing Viktor’s last article, I
would like to say a few words about Viktor.
Viktor Gavrikov was born on 29th July 1957 in
Criuleni, Moldova. He was 12 years old when he
learned the rules of chess. A leading role in his
chess education has the famous Moldavian
trainer and theoretician Vyacheslav Chebanenko
(among his pupils, we find the names of strong
grandmasters
like
Bologan,
Komliakov,
Rogozenco and many others). It is mainly thanks
to his work with Chebanenko that he became
GM in 1984. The biggest success in his chess
career is the shared 1 - 3 place at the URSS
championship in 1985. At the subsequent
interzonal tournament in Tunis, he shared 4 – 5
place. Another memorable tournament success
is the second place (immediately after Karpov)
at the World rapid championship held in 1988 in
Mexico.
To list just a few of his more important
tournaments:

Being merely biographical, the above could
hardly do justice to Viktor Gavrikov as a chess
player and as a person. This is the reason why I
have decided to share with you my personal
impressions from him. Hopefully, my
observations will help paint a more vivid picture
of the man Viktor and the period in which he
was no longer an active chess player.
Sometimes we me meet people who change the
course of our lives. As a rule, they come at the
moment we need them the most. Undoubtedly,
one of the most important encounters in my life
was the one with Viktor Gavrikov.
I first met Viktor in the summer of 2004. I was
17 years old and my FIDE rating was 2321.
Although I was nowhere near earning the IM
title at the time, I still had to decide whether
putting in additional effort into becoming GM
was worth considering at all. Since at the time
when our communication began Viktor was
living in Germany, I started taking online
lessons. Within a short period of time, he
managed to completely change my chess
understanding. I was fascinated by his
tremendous chess erudition and phenomenal
memory. Viktor possessed a substantial amount
of knowledge in every single aspect of the game.
During our training sessions, I started
discovering the so-called Soviet Chess School.
In the summer of 2006, after 2 years of working
with Viktor, I became IM. Later on, despite the
fact that I concentrated mainly on my education,
thanks to Viktor’s support, I continued to
progress in chess and became GM in 2010.
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The same year, Viktor and his wife Riina decided
to move to Bulgaria. During the period in which
he was living in my home town (he stayed in
Petrich from 2010 to 2012), I had the privilege
of not only enjoying face-to-face interactions
with my trainer, but also being able to better
understand Viktor as a person.

continue helping
understand chess.

our

readers

to

better

Obviously, I am not the only student of Viktor’s
who managed to become a GM. As an active
chess player he worked with a host of strong
players such as Yannick Pelletier (see picture
below),

Just like in the field of chess, in his personal life,
Viktor was best characterized by his strife for
perfection. He aimed for perfection in
everything he did. This attitude was developed
to such an extent that in a number situations he
failed to come up with a practical decision. I am
inclined to believe that this feature of his
character may have held him back from
achieving even more spectacular results in
chess.
Another of Viktor’s distinctive qualities was his
critical thinking. He never trusted a piece of
information which was not personally checked
by him. He had absolute confidence in the
rightfulness of his personal judgment. Yet, he
was always ready to accept different arguments
if well justified. I am convinced that critical
thinking was the cornerstone of his progress in
the field of chess. To this day, I have not met
anyone whose analytical abilities can be said to
be superior to Victor’s. Indeed, when I first
entered the room in which he worked, I had the
feeling that I was stepping into a scientific
laboratory.
In 2012, together with his wife, he moved to
Burgas – a nice Bulgarian city on the Black Sea
coast. He lived there until the very last day of his
life. In the period 2012 – 2016, we were
communicating on a regular basis. He was
always ready to help me in my preparation for a
particular game or before a tournament.
Quite naturally, in 2015, when together with GM
Petar Aranudov, I launched the Modern Chess
magazine, Viktor was the first person who
started to collaborate with us. I am sure that his
articles on the typical middlegame positions will

Victoria Cmilyte and many others. It would not
be an overstatement to say that they also
managed to obtain their GM titles to a great
extent thanks to Viktor’s expert advice and
support. Here is what GM Pelletier wrote in his
Facebook page the day Viktor passed away:
Viktor Gavrikov passed away. He would have
turned 59 in a few months. He was a strong
grandmaster, but his talent and understanding
should have made him achieve more.
Should I owe my GM title to one person only, it
would be him. He was my trainer from 1994
until he left Switzerland in 1997. Thanks to him,
I got a glimpse of what the Soviet school of chess
really was. His knowledge was immense, and his
phenomenal memory was backed with the old
card index system. With him, it felt like
computers existed already. I have kept all copies
of the lessons he gave me. Though the ink on the
fax paper has long started to vanish, the content
of the lectures is permanently stored in my
mind. Such is his memory.
People say that every chess player is best
described by his games. That's why at the end of
this article I would like to include a game which
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perfectly illustrates the style of Viktor Gavrikov.
In this game, he is White against Boris Gulko.
The game is annotated by Viktor himself.
Gavrikov,Viktor (2550) - Gulko,Boris F
(2475)
URS-ch52 Riga (8), 02.02.1985

 







Having more space White avoids the exchange of
knights.
 Preparing the following manoeuvre.

The common move is  when White must keep
the tension by playing  (less promising is


 with
sufficient counterplay for Black)




 The plan with exchange on d4 is
dubious.

 Also favourable
for White was 

 This advance leads to the difficult
position for Black.


 More precise was immediately 


I decided to transfer my queen on g3–square to
create an opposition with black king and open the dfile for d1.
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White needs to create new weaknesses in
Black’s camp.
 Perhaps
stronger was 



Demolishing Black’s pawn-structure on the
queenside.






Here the game was adjourned and I sealed the
move
 As the analysis showed, White’s winning
task is not difficult.

White also maintains an advantage after
,

but the game continuation is clearly worse.






 Simpler was 




1–0
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